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— Chapter i —

Oíche Fhéile Bríde agus Lá Lúnasa
The Eve of the Feast of Brigit and Lúnasa Day

In the course of my engagement with field-work I  
  managed to catch glimpses of traditions regarding Brigit and  
  the celebration of her Feast in action and in popular memory 

at various locations in Ireland, and am glad to be able to feature 
some of that material here. The making of crosses on St Brigit’s 
Eve was ubiquitous, as also, to a lesser extent, the Brídeoga or 
Biddy-Boys doing the rounds in her honour. The time-honoured 
injunction for a household to bid Brigit welcome on her night 
was less common by far, surviving only (sporadically) in Irish-
speaking districts. 

The wording of this intriguing formula, as I heard it, goes 
as follows: ‘Gabhaigí ar bhur nglúna, fosclaígí bhur súile agus ligigí 
isteach Bríd!’ [‘Get on your knees and open your eyes and let Brigit 
in!’], which drew the enthusiastic response from those within: ‘Is é 
beatha! Is é beatha! Is é beatha na mná uaisle!’ [‘Welcome! Welcome! 
Welcome to the noble woman!’]. This formula has a venerable 
ring to it, as evidenced in the categorizing of a great deal of 
the material relating to Brigit as being ‘traditional’, having been 
‘preserved orally for centuries’.

That this extraordinary exchange failed to survive the 
disruption caused by language loss is not unexpected. Yet, when 
I asked someone about the detail of Brigit’s reception on the 
eve of her feast in her English-speaking area, I was dismayed to 
meet with the following astonishingly meagre reflex of the Irish-
language collocution appropriate to the occasion: ‘They just said 
‘Here’s wee Brigit!’ I was told. 

In another setting, it was delightful to hear the recital of the 
hearthside prayer for ‘raking the ashes’, commonly delivered as 
the last glowing embers were in the process of being covered to 
preserve the fire overnight. In this instance, the honours are evenly 
divided between Brigit and the Virgin Mary (see pp. 91, 124 ff.). 
The nightly custom of ‘raking the ashes’ remained extant as long as 
hearth-fires existed and continued to be attended in this fashion, 
but the accompanying prayer was destined to disappear with the 
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language in which it was made and found no counterpart in the 
new dispensation. 

These examples underline the importance of the priority 
accorded to the Irish-language field-work undertaken by the 
Irish Folklore Commission (and its successor organisations – the 
Department of Irish Folklore and the National Folklore Collection 
at University College Dublin) and my own good fortune in being 
in a position to supply a modest contribution to the record in 
this regard.

The most important calendar festivals of the year in Ireland 
received considerable attention from collectors and provide a wealth 
of material for study and analysis. Comprehensive treatments such 
as The Festival of Lughnasa (1962) by Máire MacNeill (the folklorist 
daughter of Eoin MacNeill, Irish scholar and 1916 revolutionary), 
or Blood Rite: The Feast of St Martin in Ireland by the brilliant 
young scholar Billy Mag Fhloinn (published 2016 in Helsinki in 
the prestigious Folklore Fellows Communications series [no. 310]), 
provide yardsticks for future investigations. – My imagination was 
fired by Máire MacNeill’s supposition in relation to the festival of 
Lúnasa that there is ‘a folk-logic identifying human fertility with 
the fertility of the crops’ and I embarked on an exploration of the 
folklore materials pertaining to the Feast of Brigit, pursuing the 
trail of what MacNeill called ‘magical reasons for mating’ rather 
than engaging with NFC (and other) materials on a broader scale. 

I followed MacNeill in other ways too in speculating about 
what may be learned from ‘the practice of the festival-celebration 
[of Lúnasa]’, by incorporating folk legends and other narrative 
genres (as in her chapter ‘The Associated Legend-Types’), and in 
introducing readers to relevant tradition material relating to other 
Irish saints, principal among them being Colm Cille. 

Brigit’s story is set in the context of the rural economy, diet, 
and daily life of earlier centuries – reflecting interaction with 
creatures big and small in field, farm, and forest, some like the 
bear and wolf long extinct in Ireland, others more durable like the 
birds of the air, and the humble cow providing vital nourishment 
for human kind.

The approach I chose to take has led me in many unexpected 
directions far distant from twentyfirst-century Ireland and far 
back in time, on a pathway of discovery and wonder.

*       *       *

Starting from Oíche Fhéile Bríde agus Lá Lúnasa 1 [The Eve  
 of the Feast of Brigit and Lúnasa Day], this first chapter  

 gives an account of a range of customs and beliefs associated with 
the saint and her unseen presence during the celebration of her 
Festival (covering the twenty-four hour period from the evening 
of 31st January until the following evening) in family and wider 
community settings. Elements such as fertility, fate, fire, and light, 
Brigit’s folk status as coeval and coequal with the Blessed Virgin 
Mary, her intimate connection with milk and butter production, 
and her healing and protective powers are highlighted.

In her monumental The Festival of Lughnasa, Máire MacNeill writes:

Fuller understanding of the old goddess’s part in the harvest festival 
must wait on studies, still to be made, of the local legends of the 
myth of the mythological old woman known as the Cailleach Bhéara 
and also of the cults of St Brigid and St Ann… Brigid must have 
been closely connected—at least two important Lughnasa sites were 
dedicated to her, and she is named at several others. Still she hardly 
appears in the festival legends. She has only a passive part in the 
Lughnasa complex.2

Just as was the case for MacNeill’s brilliant exposé of Lúnasa, so 
also much of the raw material which would form the basis for 
the kind of studies mentioned by her above is to be found in rich 
abundance in the manuscript holdings of the National Folklore 
Collection.3

The Feast of Saint Brigit, in common with the other Quarter 
Days of Irish tradition,4 was the target of particular attention 
being the topic for an Irish Folklore Commission Questionnaire5 
and also a popular and constant subject of enquiry among folklore 
collectors over the years. The purpose of this study is to attempt 
to isolate and highlight certain hitherto largely ignored or, at 
best, badly understood aspects of the cult of Brigit which feature 
prominently in Irish folk tradition and which cast her in the role 
of a fertility figure comparable to her harvest counterpart Lugh. 
In essaying this task, I could do no better than follow the trail 
blazed by Máire MacNeill when she wrote: 

Lughnasa is not a marrying time… If one presupposes a folk-logic 
identifying human fertility with the fertility of the crops, there is no 
magical reason for mating at reaping time. If the incentive (to help 
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the crops) were thought of in terms of human pregnancy, the union 
should be made at Samhain; if in terms of the growth of the crops, 
it should be made at the beginning of spring, about St Brigid’s Day.6

I am in complete agreement with MacNeill’s supposition that 
there is a ‘folk-logic identifying human fertility with the fertility 
of the crops’. The correctness of this approach will be further 
substantiated by material I will adduce below. I will also try to 
show that her ‘magical reason for mating’ is, as she indeed hints, 
directly associated with the beginning of spring and the Feast of 
Saint Brigit.

One of the two important Lúnasa sites linking ‘the old goddess’ 
and the harvest festival, to which MacNeill refers, is Brideswell or 
Tobar Bhríde in County Roscommon (Fig. 1).7 Like Daigh Bhríde 
(Saint Brigid’s Well) at Liscannor, County Clare (Fig. 2)8 and the 
St Brigid’s Well in the parish of Ballinakill, County Galway,9 it 
is a Lúnasa site which bears the name of the saint whose feast 
day is celebrated, not in harvest time, but on the first of February, 
traditionally the first day of spring in Ireland.10 In common with 
a number of other wells dedicated to Saint Brigit, Brideswell also 
exhibits some highly significant connections with what may be 
broadly described as ‘fertility’ as is made clear by the following: 

In l604 Randal MacDonnell, son of Sorley Boy, and afterwards first 
Earl of Antrim (1620), married Ailis, daughter of the great Hugh 
O’Neill, and they were for a while childless. They made the pilgrimage 
to Tobar Bhríde and later, in gratitude, for answered prayer, Randal, 
now Earl of Antrim, erected a gateway leading to the well, bearing 
his arms and date 1625.11

Kilbride (Cill Bhríde) near Ballycastle, County Mayo also boasts 
a ‘St Bridget’s Well’ which ‘is supposed to possess a cure for 
sterility’ and which also happens to lie in close proximity to yet 
another major Lúnasa site.12 The potential to ‘cure sterility’ was 
a feature of the healing powers of a number of holy wells here 
and there throughout the country.13 Devotion to Saint Brigit was, 
indeed, widespread among the ordinary people, finding in later 
years its most elaborate surviving expression in the Irish-speaking 
or recently Irish-speaking parts. Seán Ó hEochaidh, former full-
time folklore collector in Donegal noted:

Fig. 1 (above):  Brideswell (Tobar Bhríde) County Roscommon.

Fig. 2:  
St Brigid’s Well 
(Daigh Bhríde) 
Liscannor, 
County Clare.
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honour and named after her.77 In some cases the unused remainder 
of the straw was used to make up a rough and ready bed, a sráideog 
or ‘shakedown’, in which the holy woman was welcome to spend 
the night.78 While the close communal nature and intimate family 
character of the circumstances in which a welcome was extended to 
Brigit rather tended to dominate the character of the evening, this 
did not exclude the possibility for the circle to be widened in order 
to accommodate the wider community: by means of the institution 
called the Brídeog (Figs. 3, 4), Brigit’s arrival in the locality was 
announced and news of it carried from house to house.79

The Brídeog procession from house to house was and still is held 
on the eve of the feast. Both boys and girls took part and there are 
sometimes two or three (or more) groups, each group out for itself in 
an area of a square mile according as the district is thickly populated 
or not. Sometime during the last week in January the young people 
who may be of any age up to twenty years, gather at a certain house 
in the kitchen or barn of which the rehearsals take place. Boys dress 
in girls’ clothes as a rule and vice versa. Long ago a peeled turnip 
was used to represent the head of the brídeog which was draped like 
a baby being brought to the Chapel to be baptised. The places for 
eyes, nose, and mouth were cut out and coloured with soot or any 
other colouring available. A stick was inserted in the turnip to lend 
body to the brídeog and to make it easy to carry. Each participant 
prepared some item of entertainment to be performed on entering 
the houses. These items took the form of songs, music on flute or 
violin (later accordion), rhymes etc. When Irish was still the language, 
there were prayers in which the players interceded to St Brigid for 
blessings and favours for the members of the house, who were then 
asked to contribute something for the brídeog. This took the form 
of bread or butter: it is only in very recent times that money has 
been given and accepted. Early in the evening of Jan. 31, the Brídeogs, 
as they are called, commence their rounds. They are all disguised 
and are led by the one carrying the brídeog who is first to enter a 
house… The Brídeogs, are always welcome as it would be regarded 
as unlucky to be uncivil or inhospitable where they are concerned… 
Long ago when what was received was in kind, it was all collected 
in bags and afterwards a ‘feast’ (as is said) was held in some of the 
neighbour’s houses… Priests were always against girls taking part in 
the processions and whenever they met them, they were sure to take 
the disguises off the Brídeogs to find out if there were girls among 

Figs. 3& 4:  Brídeoga (Biddy Boys, Biddies), Cill Ghobnait,      
              County Kerry, 1974
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them. Should a girl be found she was severely reprimanded by the 
priest and sent home. Boys were allowed to carry on.80

Occasionally the company might be entirely female, restricted 
to girls not older than fourteen years of age, who made their 
rounds on the morning of the feast day, rather than on the eve 
of the feast. The welcome was as warm as ever, however, with the  
woman of the house addressing the doll image of Brigit thus:

Móire is dachad ar maidin duit, is a Chríostaí óig, tá an bhliain caite 
agus tánn tú tagaithe aris inár dtreo.81 ‘A very good morning to you 
and, young Christian, this year is spent and you have come to us 
once again’.

‘Then’, this account continues, ‘the woman of the house would 
take the brídeog in her arms and kiss it’.82 Frequently, the brídeog 
consisted of clothes arranged on a churn dash83 surrounded by 
stuffing and padding,84 thus creating a ‘figure which could stand 
by itself when placed on the ground’ (Fig. 5).85 In some parts, the 
brídeog, while still maintaining a prominent role as part of the 
procession, seems, nevertheless, to have been eclipsed in importance 
by the Crios Bríde, around which a somewhat complicated ceremony 
involving ‘passing through’ was enacted (Fig. 6).86

The Crios Bríde was made from a straw rope (súgán whose two ends 
were attached to the bottom of the cross. The crios was about twelve 
feet long. Some of the people would go through the ceremony, that 
is, pass through the crios three times, kissing it and then emerging 
from it right foot foremost…87

The following prayer usually accompanied the presentation of the crios:

Crios, Crios Bríde mo chrios,   The Girdle, the girdle of Brigit, my Girdle,
       Crios na gceithre gcros; The Girdle of the four crosses, 
        Muire a chuaigh ann,  Mary entered it,
      Agus Bríd a tháinig as; Brigit emerged from it;
         Más fearr sibh inniu, If you be improved today,
Go mba seacht fearr a bheas sibh  May you be seven times better,
              Bliain ó inniu.88  A year from today. 

*       *       *

Fig. 5: 
   Brídeog 
(‘Biddy’) – 
Effigy of Brigit.

Fig. 6: 
   Crios Bríde  
(‘Brigit’s Girdle’) – 
A rope, 2-3m in 
length, usually of 
straw, spliced or 
woven into a loop 
and decorated with 
three or four crosses.
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     Oíche Shamhna gan bia, Samhain Eve without food,
 Oíche Nollag Mór gan arán, Christmas Night without bread,
  Oíche Fhéile Bríde gan im, St Brigit’s Eve without butter,
    Is é sin an gearán tinn.89 That is a sorry complaint.

Her welcome and reception into the house complete, Brigit  
 proceeded to be further incorporated into the family circle 

by means of a ceremonial meal held in her honour during which, 
it was believed, she took her place at table and partook of the food. 
This ‘feast’ generally consisted of little more than extra generous 
helpings of the normal daily fare and, as such, it revealed a strong 
bias towards milk foods and milk products, principally butter.90

In order to give the festival a fitting celebration, the woman of the 
house for a week or ten days before Bridget’s night, was, as they 
called it ‘gathering a drop’ that is collecting milk for churning on the 
eve of [the feast of ] St Bridget. Generally, milk was scarce at this 
season but the housewife, if at all possible, put some by for a bit of 
butter for this particular night, as the feast was considered to be a 
poor one if butter was absent from the supper table. If there was a 
neighbour who had but very little, or no milk, a can of the freshly 
made buttermilk with a lump of butter was sent to such a person by 
the more fortunate or better off neighbour or neighbours, in order 
that the needy one would also be able to do justice to his or her 
celebration of the night in question.91

In certain parts of the country, special emphasis was laid on 
the making of brúitín or ‘poundies’,92 whose manufacture and 
consumption customarily involved the addition of massive 
portions of butter:

In the evening on the eve of the Feast of Bríd, a potful of potatoes 
suitable for making brúitín is brought in and peeled. Every house 
makes sure they have a bit of butter available for that night. Indeed, 
very few houses you would enter that day would not show the mark 
of the churn still visible on the floor, or, just as likely find the man 
of the house caught with his apron on him, helping his wife at the 
churning, if she was short of help. Anyway, no house is without 
butter… At nightfall, the potatoes are put on to boil. A sheaf of 
scutched straw is brought in when the potatoes are boiled – well on 
in the night – they are removed from the fire and drained of water. 

Fig. 7: Brigit’s Crosses – 
  various regional styles woven in straw, reeds, and rushes.
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The sheaf of straw is then placed on the floor underneath the pot and 
the potatoes are mashed. That sheaf of straw is called Leaba Bhríde 
and that is the straw with which the crosses are subsequently made… 
I should add that it is customary for everyone within – big and small, 
young and old – to take a turn at the beetle, at the making of the 
brúitín that night.93

Another account from a neighbouring part of Donegal adds a 
number of interesting details:

The pot is taken off the fire, the water is carefully drained away and 
the pot is placed on the middle of the kitchen floor. The woman of 
the house gets the pounder, saying: ‘Thanks be to Brigid for what she 
sends us’ – and begins to pound the potatoes. The man of the house 
tries his hand and so on until the poundies are ready. A large dish 
is then filled up for the grown-up men and placed on the table. A 
large hole is made in the centre in which is placed a lump of butter. 
The butter soon melts. The men sit round, each with a spoon in his 
hand. A short prayer is said and they fall to and it is marvellous 
how quickly the dish of poundies disappear. The women folk and the 
smaller children just eat out of the pot, butter being put in just as 
in the dish.94

The third and final phase of the festive ceremonial is that 
which concerns itself with the weaving of crosses (Fig. 7) and 
other artefacts from straw or rushes (Figs. 8 & 9). Whereas this 
particular occupation was prescribed as an essential part of the 
festival, significantly weaving, spinning, or the turning of wheels, 
was otherwise strictly forbidden.95

I remember hearing that no wheel should be turned. So carts, 
spinning wheels; etc were idle.96 On St Brigid’s Day, the old women 
would spin no wool. They would not turn the spinning wheel that 
day.97… In the evening, everyone ceased whatever they were doing. 
The old women stopped spinning and they washed and cleaned 
themselves up as well as if they were going to Mass and they donned 
whatever good clothes they had.98

The remainder of the evening was given over to the weaving 
of tyings and straw or rush crosses, the latter made according 
to a variety of designs and patterns. This sometimes involved a 

Fig. 8 (above): 
Weaving St Brigit’s 
Cross, Toome,  
County Antrim, 1905

Fig. 9: 
Weaving St Brigit’s 
Cross, Croaghs, 
County Donegal, 1975
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And similarly, the mother-to-be might turn to Brigit and appeal 
directly to her in the following prayer:

Mar a gheineadh Criosd am Moire As Christ was conceived of Mary
Coimhliont air gach laimh, Full perfect on every hand,
Cobhair thusa mise, mhoime, Assist thou me, foster-mother,
An gein a thoir bho ’n chnaimh; The conception to bring from the bone;
’S mar a chomhn thu Oigh an t-solais, And as thou didst aid the Virgin of joy,
Gun or, gun odh, gun ni, Without gold, without corn, without kine,
Comhn orm-sa, ’s mor m’othrais, Aid thou me, great is my sickness,
Comhn orm a Bhride ! Aid me, O Bride ! 256
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ABBREVIATIONS

CG  Carmina Gadelica
DIL  Dictionary of the Irish Language
EB   Encyclopaedia Britannica
EOR  Encyclopedia of Religion
EORE Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics
FW  Funk and Wagnalls Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology and Legend
HDA Handwörterbuch des Deutschen Aberglaubens
IFC   Irish Folklore Collection
JRSAI Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland
KL   Kulturhistoriskt lexikon för nordisk medeltid

Fig. 35 (opposite): Irish Folklore Commission Questionnaire of 1942
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A
a Búrca, T.   146, 167n
Adam of Bremen   191, 194, 199, 206 
Adonis   131n
Aed(h)   160, 161, 179, 226n 
Aed mac Fidaig (Fidga)   160 
Aedh meic Bricc   179 

Aidus   180
Aodh (Hugh)   6, 73, 145, 146, 147, 

155, 161, 163 
Aodh Mhic Bricne (Saint Ó Bricne) 

177, 179, 180, 182 
Aodh na Bricna (Hughy 

Breaky)   180, 226n 
af Klintberg, B.   148, 150, 161, 164, 

168n, 173n, 174n, 239, 253
Agni   163, 213
Ailill (son of Dunlang)   200
Ailis (daughter of Hugh O’Neill)   4
Ajysyt   209, 210
Akka(s)   30, 204, 205, 233n, 239   
‘All Father’   190
Almqvist, Bo   xv, xvi, 34n, 85n, 169n, 

174n 239, 250
Antigonos of Karystos   98
Aphrodite   114, 136n
Arduinna   74n
Arethas of Caesarea   139n
Aristotle   97, 98, 100, 129n, 141n, 252
Árnason, Jón   69
Arnbjørn   165
Art   50, 73
Artemis   x, 36n, 41n, 74n, 99, 163, 231n
Artigenos   50
Ashtart   114
Ask   229n
Astarte   114
Attis   84n, 85n, 102, 131n, 255
Au∂humla   194-196, 217, 229n
Aurgelmir   230n
Austeja   138n, 230n
Avicantus   195

B
Backman, E.L.   79n, 239
Bäckman, L.   119, 140n, 203-205, 

233n, 234n, 239, 243
Bairéad, P.   145, 150, 151, 167n, 169n, 

170n
Bauschatz, P.   188, 228n, 239
Beorn Beresun   57
Beowulf   131n, 255
Bera   57, 58
Bjarkarimur   57
Bjarki   57, 58, 131n, 255
Björn   57   [ See björn in Subject Index]
Bodb   139n
Bø∂var Bjarki   57, 58, 131n, 255
Bor   194, 229n, 237n
Boui   198, 199, 231n
Brigit /Brigid /Brigitte    

viii-xiii, 1-11, 13-18, 20-28, 30-33, 
34n-37n, 39n-44n, 46n-48n, 49, 50, 
63, 64, 66, 68, 71-73, 76n, 86n, 88n, 
89, 91, 93-97, 103-106, 109, 113, 114, 
116, 118, 124-126, 128n, 129n, 134n, 
140n, 159, 160, 162, 164, 165, 172n, 
173n, 175, 176, 179, 180, 193, 196, 
200, 202, 207, 210, 214, 217, 218,  
221-224, 225n, 226n, 230n, 236n, 
238n, 241, 246, 249, 250, 252, 257    

Bríd /Bride /Bríde    
1, 3, 6-10, 15, 17, 20-22, 26, 
27, 30, 33, 34n-38n, 40n-42n, 
44n-46n, 63, 64, 67, 71-73, 77n, 
87n, 89-92, 103-105, 109, 110,  
112-114, 124, 135n, 176, 199, 
200, 217, 222-224, 233n, 236n, 
248, 252, 257
 Bridget /Brìghde /Briid    

4, 9-11, 22, 34n, 39n, 71, 175, 
176, 257

Broccán   159
Bucholz, P.   206, 234n, 240
Búri   194, 229n
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C
Carmichael, A.   14, 15, 40n-42n, 63, 

64, 67, 68, 71, 87n, 89-92, 103-105, 
112, 114, 132n, 135n, 143n, 176, 200, 
222, 223, 225n, 240, 241, 253 

Celander, Hilding   81n, 88n, 109, 
122, 123, 125, 134n, 135n, 142n, 
143n, 234n, 241

Cernunnos   30, 31, 47n, 48n, 240
Chichlo, B.   120, 141n, 241 
Christ   15, 41n, 73, 93, 100, 112, 159, 

179, 182, 223, 224, 234
[Carol Christ   241]

Christiansen, R.Th.   132n, 144, 147, 
148, 150, 167n, 168n, 170n, 172n, 
173n, 234n, 241, 252

Ciall, Tuigse, & Náire   183, 184,  
187-189, 205, 217, 227n

Cogitosus   159, 165, 241
Collinder, Björn   67, 81n 85n, 103, 

131, 216, 236n, 241
Colm Cille (Columba)   viii, 2, 46n, 

128n, 175-180, 182-184, 187, 188, 
193-195, 218, 219, 221, 222, 225n, 
227n, 229n, 230n, 250

Conamhail Conriucht   50
Conn   73, 225n
Corduff, M.   36n, 41n, 167n 
Cormac /Cor(b)mac mac Airt   13, 

49, 50, 96, 179, 225n, 250
Cormac mac Cuillenáin   ix, 96
Cremhthann   179
Crobh Dhearg (‘Red Claw’)   95, 96
Cybele   x, 76n, 84n, 85n 101, 255

D
Dagda    96
Danaher, K.   35n, 41n-43n, 46n, 81n, 

113, 136n, 138n, 233n, 241
See also Ó Danachair, C. 

Demeter   118, 139n, 241
de Vries, A. & J.   39n, 44n, 46n-48n, 

75n, 80n, 82n, 87n, 130n, 131n, 
133n, 134n, 136n, 137n, 139n, 143n, 
172n, 173n, 189, 194, 195, 230n, 242

Dinneen, P.S.   110, 127n, 128n, 131n, 
133n-136n, 232n, 242

Dionysos   140n
Drobin, Ulf   219, 238n, 242
Dugall   73
Dwelly, E.   61, 67, 86n, 133n, 236n, 

242

E
Edsman, C.-M.   57, 58, 76n-80n, 

82n, 242
Eiche   94
Eldborg   123, 125, 241, 251, 256
Elgfró∂i   58
Embla   229n, 230n
Esbjörn   165
Esus   107, 108, 134n, 251, 253
Evans, E.E.   40n, 114, 130n, 136n, 

232n, 343
Eve   237n

F
Feilberg, H.F.   69, 87n, 143n, 243
Fenrir   85n
Fiacail mac Conchinn   160
Fiachach   179
Fionn mac Cumhaill   160, 225n
Fjellström, Pehr   119
Fjörgyn   121
Fleck, Jere   192, 228n, 243 
Forbus, Henric   203
Freya   76n, 216
Fricco (Frö)   199
Frigg   76n, 162

G
Gerbjörn   165
Gervasius of Tilbury   137n
Gimbutas, Marija   44n, 48n, 75n, 99, 

100, 114, 130n-132n, 136n, 138n, 
199, 230n, 231n, 243

Giraldus Cambrensis   82n, 93, 98, 
137n, 141n, 251

Glas Ghoibhneann   37n, 193, 196, 
230n

Góa   70, 72, 88n, 109, 134n, 247
Goibhniu   193, 230n
Green, M.   244
Grimm, J.   188
Gunbjörn   165




